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Introduction 
 
 The title of this work ended up being a bit of a misnomer.  During this period we indeed 
developed a plan for UCERF3, and on June 25, 2009 the California Earthquake Authority (CEA) 
approved $2 million for its development, and in late October 2009 they approved the final 
contract with USC.  This support is ~23% of our total estimated budget for UCERF3, and CEA 
is just one of many stakeholders (building codes being another).  The project started on January 
1, 2010, and will last for 30 months.   

Our primary goals with UCERF3 are to include multi-fault ruptures and spatial, temporal 
clustering.  The latter will require robust interoperability with real-time seismicity information, 
and as such, UCERF3 will bring us into the realm of operational earthquake forecasting. 

The reason our project title was a bit of a misnomer was that most of the work on getting 
UCERF3 funded was done by Ned Field and Tom Jordan, whereas the funding we received went 
to Kevin Milner for computer programming and overall IT support of OpenSHA (a big task 
given the departure of both Gupta brothers).  The work Kevin engaged in is outlined below.  In 
reality the title of this project was not inappropriate because UCERF2 was, and UCERF3 will be, 
implemented entirely using OpenSHA code.  Thus, the work described here was critical for both 
UCERF3’s development and subsequent use in hazard and loss calculations. 

 
 
OpenSHA 
 
 This report describes work on OpenSHA performed by the Southern California 
Earthquake Center for USGS/Golden.  The SCEC staff involved included Vipin Gupta and 
Kevin Milner, collaborating with USGS scientist Ned Field. 
 
 The primary goal of OpenSHA (www. OpenSHA.org) is to improve seismic hazard 
analysis (SHA) by providing an infrastructure that can accommodate any arbitrarily complex 
model (past and future) to help bridge the gap between cutting-edge geophysics and state-of-the-
art hazard and risk evaluations. OpenSHA is an object-oriented (modular), web- and graphical 
user interface (GUI)- enabled framework that is freely available and operable on multiplatforms.  
 

Various physics-based models, including earthquake-rupture forecasts, ground-motion 
models, or engineering-response models, can “plug in” to the OpenSHA framework for analysis 
without changes to the plugged-in model.������ Furthermore, all data or model components can be 
deployed and accessed via the internet using distributed object technologies (Field et al., 2005; 
Maechling et al., 2005).  We use high performance and high throughput computing facilities at 
USC and other TeraGrid (teragrid.org) sites to produce high-resolution seismic hazard maps.  
 
 The plug and play nature of this community-modeling environment is necessary because 
determining the implication of a new model component depends on several other factors (e.g. 
exact location of interest, type of intensity measure one is concerned about, what ground motion 
model one selects, site conditions, etc.).  Without the ability to easily change such parameters, 
one cannot fully evaluate hazard or loss implications.  Furthermore, the often-stated goal to build 
a more physics-based foundation for SHA will not be successful unless we provide the tools 
necessary for the user communities to easily access the models (because practitioners are unable 



to re-implement physics based models themselves). 
 
Currently available applications on OpenSHA include (available at the OpenSHA web 

site noted above): 
• Hazard Curve Calculator 
• Scenario ShakeMap Calculator 
• Hazard Map Data Calculator 
• Hazard Map Plotter 
• Hazard Spectrum Calculator 
• Attenuation Relationship Plotter 
• Magnitude Frequency Distribution Plotter 
• SCEC VDO Plug-ins 
• Fault Section Database GUI 
• PaleoSites Database GUI 
• Event Set Data Calculator 
• HAZUS PSHA Dataset Calculator 

 
 
Some notable accomplishments over the last two years include: 
 

• Implementation and validation of the final NGA models (collaboration with Ken 
Campbell for validation, Christine Goulet and Jennie Watson-Lamprey for development). 

 
• Collaboration with, and providing access to, CyberShake’s 3D-waveform-based PSHA.  

These are full hazard calculations using 3D synthetics. Calculation of physics based 
seismic hazard map in OpenSHA from CyberShake results (working with Phil Maechling 
and Rob Graves). 

 
• Improvements to Event Set Data Calculator for loss analysis (collaboration with Keith 

Porter and Nico Luco). Added additional models, and GUI/XML version. 
 
• Development of initial OpenRisk design document (collaboration with Keith Porter). 

 
• Development of OpenSHA plug-ins for SCECVDO for visualization of UCERF3 data, 

and arbitrarily OpenSHA sources/ruptures. Work in progress to visualize USGS Hazard 
Faults database (collaboration with Richard Husband). 

 
• Working with Gavin Hayes, implementation of the Slab 1.0 subduction-zone surfaces 

(http://ehpd-earthquake.cr.usgs.gov/research/data/slab), including 3D visualization in 
SCEC-VDO. 

 
• Ported WGCEP Fault Section Database to USGS Golden (collaboration with Kathy 

Haller and Richard Husband). 
 
• Implemented global topographic slope Vs30 proxy web service in OpenSHA allowing for 

arbitrary location/region queries, multiple DEMs, and customizable translation 



coefficients (collaboration with David Wald and Trevor Allen). 
1. Also added various other regional Vs30 and basin depth models, and the ability to 

assign ranks to different models...using lower priority models only when necessary. 
2. Supplied dataset to Nico Luco for use with ResRisk 

 
• Implemented hazard map calculation using parallel grid computing. Calculated global-

scale hazard map to prove feasibility for the Global Earthquake Modeling (GEM) 
project's use of OpenSHA. 
1. Calculated high resolution (0.005 degree spacing) maps for Southern California using 

final NGAs, UCERF2, Vs30 from Wills 2006, and basin depth from SCEC CVM 4. 
2. Successfully ran OpenSHA code on thousands of CPUs simultaneously using 

scientific workflows. 
3. Computed hazard maps at the USC High Performance Computing Center, Purdue 

Computing Research Institute, and National Center for Supercomputing Applications 
at the University of Illinois. 

 
• Major code refactoring and collaborative development improvements: 

1. Switch to Subversion version control system from old CVS system 
2. Use of branches/tags for development 
3. Improved application build system allowing any developer to build standalone 

executable Jar files for applications. 
4. Improved organization of code to ease learning curve for new collaborators. 
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